
Solar Panel Positioning



Question

My question from my Science Journal was:

“What combination of angles and direction are the most ideal 

for a solar panel to maximise power output?”



Research

● Solar panels: Solar panels convert the sun's light into usable energy through 

artificial photosynthesis 

● Angles are measurements of two intersection lines at or close to a point

● Direction is the course of which someone or something moves or faces



Hypothesis

My hypothesis from my Science Journal was:

“Panels with an inclination that is facing more towards the south than other 

directions, and at an angle between 60 and 70 degrees will be the most efficient in 

energy production.”



Materials

-One 7 watt Amorphous Silicon solar panel

-Regular store brand tape

-Protractor

-Surface to position solar panel on

-Voltage reader



Procedure   *try to do this between Summer and Winter

● Step One: On the first day, position the solar panel and record the voltages at 
30 degrees facing North, then East, West and South.

● Step Two: Next position the solar panel at 50 degrees and repeat as much of 
step one as possible before running out of time

● Step Three: On day Two, resume step two.
● Step Four: On the same day, position the solar panel at 70 degrees and repeat 

step one

 -note: Each day of experimenting should last no more than 10 
minutes



Results and Data

-As seen above angles facing South produced the most electricity

-however 30 degrees was the best at creating voltage



Data on bar graph



Conclusion

   What combinations of angles and direction are the most ideal for a solar panel to 

maximise power output? I hypothesized that panels with an inclination that is facing 

more towards the south than other directions, with an angle between 60 and 70 

degrees would be the most efficient in energy production. My data and results 

partially support my hypothesis because South was the best direction to be pointed 

at. However 30 degrees rather than 60-70 produced the most voltage. 

  If i were to do my experiment again, I would take more time to do it so I could get 

better results. I would do the experiment at each time of the year, to see which 

season is best for solar.
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